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Intense-field renormalization of cavity-induced spontaneous emission
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We examine theoretically the recent experiments of Lange and Walther on the dynamical in-
teraction of Rydberg atoms in a microwave cavity in the presence of a strong driving field. In
particular, we study how the intense field renormalizes the cavity-induced spontaneous emission.
For this purpose we derive the master equation for the atomic dynamics by adiabatically eliminat-
ing the cavity-field variables, while treating the intense driving field nonperturbatively. We present
analytical and numerical solutions of the master equation, taking into account the turn on and turn
ofF of the atom-field coupling in the rest frame of the atoms, as well as the velocity distribution of
the atomic beam. We obtain good agreement between theoretical results and experiments.
PACS number(s): 42.50.Hz, 32.70.Jz, 42.52.+x
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known [1—5] that the spontaneous emission
characteristics of an atom are modified by the electro-
magnetic properties of the local environment. In partic-
ular, the decay rate I' of an atom in a cavity is given by
[1,6,7]
where I'0 is the spontaneous emission rate into other
modes (if available) and 2g /K is the decay rate into a
resonant cavity mode. Here g is the atom-Geld coupling
constant and 2v is the damping rate of the photon num-
ber in the cavity. The rate K, is related to the quality
factor Q of the cavity at the resonance frequency io, :
(1.2)
tern can be described in terms of the semiclassical dressed
states of an atom in a single mode field. In &ee space and
for a resonant driving field one would obtain the Mollow
resonance Huorescence triplet [10], which is depicted in
Fig. 1. The dashed line in this Ggure corresponds to the
spectral density of the cavity mode. In the experimental
situation considered here, the Rabi frequency 0 associ-
ated with the strong external Geld usually exceeds the
cavity linewidth v. . Consequently, the Huorescence side-
bands fall outside the response spectrum or" the cavity
mode (cf. Fig. 1), which results in a significant reduction
of the cavity-induced decay rate.
In Sec. II we derive the dynamical equations for the
atom by eliminating the degrees of freedom associated
with the cavity Geld. As the external field can be arbi-
trarily strong, we treat it in a nonperturbative way. In
Sec. III we obtain approximate dynamical equations for
very large Rabi &equencies of the external field and give
For the case of Rydberg atoms in microwave cavities [6,7],
the contribution 2g2/r. generally exceeds by far the rate
in free space. Several experiments have been reported to
measure this cavity-enhanced spontaneous emission [2,8].
Beyond this static eBect, recently it has been suggested
that spontaneous emission can also be modified dynami-
cally [9]. In this paper we calculate the renormalization
of the cavity-induced spontaneous emission by a strong rf
field. We consider a beam of two-state Rydberg atoms in-
teracting with a single mode of a microwave cavity driven
by an external source. The atoms, which are initially in
the upper state, undergo Rabi oscillations while they tra-
verse the resonator. At the same time, the presence of
the cavity leads to spontaneous and thermally induced
transitions between excited and lower states. The char-
acteristics of these transitions depend on both the Rabi
frequency and the detuning of the driving Geld. The sys-
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FIG. 1. Mollow triplet of fluorescence in free space (solid
curve) and spectral density of a cavity mode (dashed curve).
Fluorescence is modified if the Mollow sidebands fall outside
the cavity line, which is the experimental situation considered
here.
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a physical interpretation of these equations. In partic-
ular, we examine the cavity-induced transitions among
the semiclassical dressed states. The finite temperature
of the cavity field is taken into account in all our calcula-
tions. In Sec. IV we analyze how the turn on and turn ofF
of the atom-field coupling in the rest frame of the atoms
influences the Bloch vector dynamics. Finally, in Sec. V
we examine recent experiments with Rydberg atoms in
a driven microwave cavity [11] in terms of the theoreti-
cal model of the present paper. While our calculations
are performed in view of these experiments, it should
be mentioned that similar studies in the optical domain
have been carried out by Zhu et al. [12]. Depending on
the detuning of the driving field they observed enhanced
or reduced fluorescence when the cavity was tuned to
resonance with the sidebands of the Mollow triplet.
D(A) = exp (Aat —A*a), Dt(A) aD(A) = a+ A, (2.4a)
where A is chosen as
(2.4b)
We define the new density matrix p' by
p' = Dt(A) pD(A). (2 5)
Using Eqs. (2.2), (2.4), and (2.5), we obtain the new mas-
ter equation
equilibrium. We use the unitary displacement operator
[141
d
= ——[H', p'] + l:p', (2.6a)
II. DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS FOR
CAVITY-INDUCED EMISSION IN THE
PRESENCE OF AN EXTERNAL FIELD
We consider a two-level atom of frequency up coupled
to a single mode cavity Geld of frequency u at the finite
temperature T. The cavity is driven by an external field
of &equency u~ and amplitude E. The Hamiltonian for
this system is
where
H' = n&S + grata+ ng (S+a+ S-at)
+—(s+n+ s-n*) .h (2.6b)
Here, 0 is the Rabi frequency of the classical intracavity
driving field given by
H = hypos" + Ru, ata + hg (S+a + S at)
+h (aE*e' "+ atEe ' ") (2.1) n = i .
= /n/e—'+.
. 2gE
v+ ib (2.7)
Here the cavity field is described by the annihilation and
creation operators a and. at, while S+ and S are the
spin- —angular momentum operators associated with the2
two-level atom. The cavity has a finite quality factor Q.
The cavity relaxation at finite temperature is described
by the master equation for the density matrix p of the
combined atom-field system
dp 2
—= ——[H p]+&p,dt
Ep = —r(1 + n) (atap —2apat + pata)
—r n (aatp —2atpa+ paat), (2.2)
where n is the mean number of thermal photons in the
cavity mode.
We will work in a frame rotating at the frequency u~
of the external field. In this frame the Hamiltonian (2.1)
is replaced by
H = AAS'+ h8ata+ hg (S+a+ S at)
+h (aE* + atE), (2.3a)
where the detunings L and b are defined by
+ = ~o —~1~ ~ = ~c —~t. (2.3b)
We can now transform to a representation, in which the
atom is coupled directly to the classical external field [13],
while the quantum cavity field is in the state of thermal
The Lorentzian denominator appearing in (2.7) reflects
the fact that for large field-cavity detuning the driving
field couples to the cavity less efFectively. The detuning
dependent phase factor e'@ may be canceled by redefining
the operators S+ ~ S+e '@ and a —+ ae'@. This trans-
formation does not a8'ect S', the quantity being observed
in the experiment. Subsequently we will assume that 0
is a real number.
We now write H' as
H' = Hp + V, Hp —H + H„ (2.8)
where H and H, are the unperturbed Hamiltonians for
the atom and the cavity field and V is the interaction
between the cavity field and the atom:
H. = n~s + —n(s++ s-),
2
H = Mata,
V = hg (S+a + S at)
(2.9a)
(2.9b)
(2.9c)
Note that Hp includes the interaction of the atom with
the external Beld.
When the external field is zero and when the cavity
has a low Q factor, so that it is appropriate to think in
terms of the cavity-enhanced or -inhibited decay of the
atom, one can describe the atomic dynamics by approx-
imately eliminating the cavity field [15]. Let p be the
reduced. density matrix for the atomic system alone. For
no driving Geld (n = 0), p is known to be given by [16]
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gapa
dt
[S',p ] — (S+S p —2S p S++p S+S )ig'h(1+ 2n), g'r. (1+n)
c (uo + co~ ~o
(S S+p —2S+p S + p S S+) .K + Cdp —(rip (2.10)
Dropping the subscript a &om p for brevity, the rate
equations that follow from Eq. (2.10) are
S' = (cos 0 —sin 0) R —cos(0) sin(0) (R+ + R ),
(2.16b)
—2g K
,2(1+n) p»+ (uc (uo)
2g K+ 2 72P
~ +(~p —~p)'
P22 Pll ~
(2.11a)
(2.11b)
R+ = I+)(—I
1R' = —(I+&(+I —I —&(—I) .2
=
I
—&(+I
where B+ and B' are defined by
(2.17)
Thus the excited state decays at a rate
2g K (1+2n),
K + (idp —tdp)
(2.12)
We next introduce the interaction picture by making
a canonical transformation using the Hamiltonian
Hp —H. + H. = hAS + Mata + n(S+ + S-—) .2
which in the limits n ~ 0, w, ~ wp reduces to (1.1),
the famous result of Purcell [1]. If the cavity is detuned
&om the atomic resonance, Eq. (2.12) predicts inhibited
spontaneous emission [5,8,17,18].
We now return to the question how the atomic dynam-
ics described in Eq. (2.10) is modified by a strong driving
field. It should be noted that the derivation of (2.10) as-
sumes that the cavity-field correlation time K is short
compared with the interesting time scales in the prob-
lem. The situation changes in the presence of a strong
driving field, when 0 )) K holds and thus the cavity-Geld
correlation time is large compared to the Rabi Hopping
time. Such a situation can be handled by working in the
basis of semiclassical dressed states I+) [19,20]. These
states are defined by the eigenvalue equation
In this picture the density matrix
i Hpt/h —iHpt/Q
obeys the master equation
dp Z H(t), p + Cp,dt
where l: is defined in Eq. (2.2) and we have used
(2.18)
(2.19)
(2.20)
M, S. + —0 (S++ S-) I+& = +—AI+&.+ (2.13) H(t) = algae
' ' G(t) + H.c. , (2.21a)
The dressed states are connected to the bare atomic
states Il), I2) by the transformation
( +)l / cos0 sin01 ( 1) l
—)) q —sin0 cos0) q 2)) '
/ 1) ) & cos0 —sin0) / +) )
2&) ( sin0 cos0 ) ( —) ) ' (2.14)
tano = n = g~2+n2. (2.15)
S+ = 2 cos(0) sin(0) R + cos (0) R+ —sin (0) R+,
(2.16a)
The dipole moment operators S+ and the population in-
version S can be written in terms of the operators B+
and B in the new basis as
~(t) iHpt/h S+ iHpt/h—
= 2 cos(0) sin(0) R' + cos (0) R+e'
—sin (0) R e (2.21b)
We now eliminate the cavity field adiabatically, keeping
the external Geld to all orders in its strength. By adi-
abatic elimination we obtain the equation of motion for
the reduced density matrix p of the atom
pa = Trcp. (2.22)
The details of the adiabatic elimination procedure are
given in Appendix A. From the resulting master equa-
tion for the atom we obtain mean value equations for the
dipole moment operator and the inversion in the dressed
state basis:
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s 4
(R+) = iA(R+) —g'(1+ n) (R+) + (R+)r+ib+iO r —ib+iO
sin 0
.
—(R+)+K+ib+iO (R+)r. —ib+ iO
2sin (0) cos (0)(R+) —sin (0) cos0 2sin (0) cos (0)(R+) —sin(0) cos 0+ +
~+ ib K —ib
sin (0) cos (0)(R ) —2sin (0) cos(0) (z —(R'))+
r —ib —iO
sin (ii)cos (8)(R ) —2sin(0)cos (ii) (s + (R)) )+ r. +ib —zO (2.23a)
2 sin (0) cos2(0) (R+) + sin (0) cos 0 2 sin (0) cos (0) (R+) + sin(0) cos 0+ +
r. + ib r. —ib
sin (0) cos (0)(R ) + 2sin (0) cos(0) (z + (R'))+
r. —ib —iA
sin (0) cos (8)(R ) + 2sin(0) cos (0) (2 —(R ))+ )r+ ib —iO
cos 0 t'1(R') = —g'(1+ ~) . .— i -+(R') Iv+ ib —iQ i2 )
sin(0) cos (0)
sin(0) cos (0)
)(;+ ib+ iO (2 ).— ( ——(R ) I(R+) —sin (ii) c (9)o(sJi ) )r. +ib
~'-'
—(R.)'~
~
—ib+ iO
(R ) —sin (0) cos(0)(R+) + C.C.r —zb
(2.23b)
The corresponding modified Bloch equations [9,12] in the
original basis are given in Appendix B.
The dynamical equations (2.23) describe the cavity-
induced emission in the presence of a driving field. The
limit of no external field is obtained by setting 0 equal to
zero. The resonant structure of the cavity-induced decay
terms should be noted. The resonances occur at b = 0
and b = +0, which is reminiscent of the Mollow spectrum
in &ee space [10,21]. In the next section we examine the
I
case of a strong driving field E to understand the physical
meaning of the different terms in Eqs. (2.23).
III. INTENSE EXTERNAL FIELD
If the external field is very strong, the dynamical equa-
tions (2.23) may be simplified by making a rotating wave
approximation. The counterrotating terms oscillate at
the frequency O. Thus we approximate (2.23) by
r2+b2
2 (1, ) rsin 0+2g'
I
——(R')
I (1+~)) )(:2 + (b + 0)2
cos 0 sin 0
+
. .
—+
r —ib+iO K+ib+iO
r sin 0+n
K2 + (b + 0)2
Kcos 0+" 2K2+ (b —O)2
(3.la)
(3.1b)
The decay of the semiclassical states
~+) is described by
the rates I'~ given by
Ksin 0 rcos 0I' = 2g' (1+n) +nK2+ (6+ O)2 )(:2+ (b —O)2
(3.2b)
r cos40I' = 2g (1+n) K'+ (b —0)'
K sin 0
I(;2+ (b+ A)2
(3.2a)
These rates depend on the strength of the driving field,
the cavity-field detuning b, and the atom-field detuning
L. The dipole moment in the dressed state basis decays
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at the rate I'~ given by
4K cos (8) sin 8 K cos4 8I'~ = g 1+2n K'+ h' K'+ (b —0)
K sin 0
+ K'+ (h+ 0)' (3.3)
The frequency 0 at which the dipole moment oscillates
is shifted from the generalized Rabi frequency 0:
1.0
0.8
OJ
CD
0.6
O
0)
c 0.4
g O.2
I
'
I
(h+ A) sin 8
= g 1+2n K2 + (h+ B)z
(h —0) cos 8
Kz + (h —A)z
. (3.4)
(3.5a)
(3.5b)
Using the above definitions, the Bloch equations (3.1) for
an intense driving field read
0.0
-60 -40
"i I i
20 40 60
Detuning & (units of )c)
FIG. 2. Scaled decay rates I'(( (solid curve), I'z (dot-
ted curve), and shift of the generalized Rabi frequency KA
(dashed curve) as a function of the atom-field detuning in the
strong fieLd limit. The cavity is in resonance with the atomic
transition. The Rabi frequency of the driving field at zero
detuning is 2gE/K = 200K.
The solution is easily found to be
(3.6a)
(&'(t)) = —2q++q
+ (& (o)) + 2 q+ + q
—(I'++V )t
(3.6b)
Kcos 0 r sin 0
= 2g (1+2n) +
K + (h —n) Kz+ (h+ n)
(3 7)
Using the dependence (2.7) of the intracavity Rabi fre-
quency 0 on the detuning b, we can calculate the decay
rates I'~~, I'~ and the dynamic shift of the Rabi frequency
AO as a function of the driving field detuning. Figure 2
shows the result for the cavity in resonance with the
atomic transition (4 = h). We first observe that for large
positive or negative detuning the three quantities assume
their zero-field values, as it must be, because far from the
cavity resonance the external field does not couple to the
intracavity field owing to Eq. (2.7). If the driving field 0
is tuned closer to resonance, its inBuence on the system
dynamics grows, resulting in a decrease of the decay rates
I
~~
and I'~ and an increase of the Rabi f'requency O. At
a critical detuning
2g2E'2 (3.S)
The dressed state population inversion z —(B') decays
at the rate
the decay rates have dropped to half their zero-Geld. val-
ues. At the same time the shift of the generalized Rabi
frequency reaches its maximum. Tuning the field to res-
onance with atoms and cavity, we obtain a decay rate I'~~
that is reduced by a factor of (K/0) compared to the
zero-Beld result. Therefore, I"
~~
can be made arbitrarily
small by increasing the input field E. This result shows
that atomic decay can be completely suppressed by a
strong driving field, if the atomic Bloch vector is aligned
with the dressed frame z axis, that is, if the atom is in
a dressed state. In the case of a nonzero dressed state
polarization, i.e., for a superposition of dressed states,
the decay of the (B+) components has to be taken into
account. As long as the detuning of the driving field is
larger than the cavity linewidth m, the decay rate I'~
is suppressed by the same factor as I'~~. For detunings
= b & v, however, the decay rate increases again,
reaching its zero-field value at 4 = b = 0. This is due
to the term peaked at h = 0 in Eq. (3.3). Consequently,
at zero detuning spontaneous emission cannot be com-
pletely suppressed if there is a finite dressed state polar-
ization.
In contrast to the optical domain, in the Rydberg atom
experiment we consider here, the cavity is closed on all
sides, apart from small holes for the atomic beam injec-
tion and coupling of the external microwave field. This
has two notable consequences. First, the atom does not
couple to modes of the continuum. Therefore, suppres-
sion of decay into the cavity mode means that the atom
does not decay at all, as there are no other decay channels
available. At the same time, the observation of atomic
fluorescence in the cavity is ruled out. The only source
of information on the atom-cavity interaction is the state
of the atoms leaving the cavity. Consequently, I'I~ cannot
be measured directly, but has to be inferred, for example,
from the lower level population Pz —1/2 —(S') of the
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atoms leaving the cavity.
It should be noted that the experiment we describe
involves a transient situation, as the transit time T is
of the same order of magnitude as the photon lifetime
(2r) i in the cavity.
As was shown above, the suppression of atomic de-
cay depends on the orientation of the Bloch vector in
the dressed kame. Complete suppression can only be
achieved if it is oriented along the z axis. In the next sec-
tion we will show that, if the atoms are prepared outside
the cavity, the alignment of the Bloch vector and hence
the modification of spontaneous emission is determined
by the diabatic or adiabatic change of the atom-cavity
coupling when the atoms enter the cavity.
IV. INFLUENCE OF TIME-DEPENDENT
COUPLING ON THE BLOCH VECTOR
DYNAMICS
10
+IC
CU
OJ
CD
CU
O
M
10
10
10
10
10
(b)
(c)
10
0.0 0.2
I i I i I
0.4 0.6 0.8
glg,
1.0
FIG. 3. Scaled decay rate I
]~
as a function of the coupling
g. The detuning is A = 75m, , the Rabi frequencies are (a)
2goE/e = 30r, (b) 2goE/e = 100m, (c) 2g E/K = 300r,
and (d) 2goE/K = 1000/c. The maximum is due to the bal-
ance between cavity-enhancement and dynamic suppression
of spontaneous emission.
In the preceding sections we have implicitly assumed
that the coupling g of the atoms to the cavity Geld is a
constant. Experimentally, however, the atoms are pre-
pared outside the cavity, where they do not couple to the
cavity field at all. Likewise, the detection of the atoms is
performed after they have left the cavity. Consequently,
in their rest frame the atoms experience a time depen-
dent coupling to both the cavity field and the driving
field. The exact shape of g(t) is determined by the cav-
ity mode. It must be taken into account in a realistic
model. In the experiment we describe, inside the cav-
ity the coupling has a constant value go along the cavity
axis. Due to leakage of the cavity Geld, at the entrance
and exit holes the coupling decreases exponentially on a
scale o.
,
where o. is the rf attenuation constant of the
holes. While entering or leaving the cavity, the atoms
are subject to a Geld envelope changing on a time scale
v. defined by
7rT
aL'
where v is the atomic velocity, L the length of the cavity,
and T the transit time.
One consequence of the gradual turn on and turn
ofF of the coupling is that the atoms pass a region,
where cavity-enhanced spontaneous emission already
takes place, while the coupling to the driving field is yet
too weak to completely suppress the decay dynamically.
This is demonstrated in Fig. 3, where we show the decay
rate F~~ as a function of the coupling g for difFerent values
of the driving field amplitude E. The resulting peak in
the decay rate afFects the atoms only for a small fraction
of the total transit time and thus contributes little to the
final lower level occupation. Therefore, in this section we
will neglect atomic decay during the turn on and turn ofF
phases.
A much more important aspect is that, according to
Eq. (2.7), the time dependence of the coupling g(t) also
determines the rate of change of the intracavity Rabi fre-
quency A(t). The rise time r of the Rabi frequency, on
the other hand, determines the atomic dynamics during
the turn on of the coupling [22], the important quantity
being the product wL. Thus the superposition of the
dressed states
~+),
~
—), in which the atom is found in-
side the cavity, depends critically on the mode function
g(t). Once the atomic state at the end of the entrance
phase is known, it can be used as initial condition for
Eqs. (3.6), which yield the solutions (R+) and (R') at
the cavity exit. These have to be propagated through
the turn ofF phase to obtain as the Gnal result the lower
level population at the detector.
The situation is particularly simple if the detuning A
is large compared to the inverse rise time w of the cou-
pling in the rest frame of the atoms. In this case the
transition &om zero to the full coupling is adiabatic and
the atoms are always in an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
H . For positive 4, for example, an atom prepared in
state
~1) will end up in the dressed state ~+), while ~2) is
transformed into
~
—). The reverse process occurs at the
cavity exit. Therefore, the atoms would leave the cavity
in the same state they entered, if they would not undergo
spontaneous and thermally induced transitions inside the
cavity.
In Fig. 4 we show the time development of the z com-
ponent of the Bloch vector in the bare state basis for
three values E of the driving Beld. It was obtained by
numerically integrating Eqs. (B3) in Appendix B. For
weak driving GeMs the atomic inversion decays exponen-
tially and the atoms leave the cavity in thermal equilib-
rium [trace (a)]. Increasing the external field E to val-
ues much larger than r strongly suppresses decay inside
the cavity. Nearly total inversion is recovered upon exit
[trace (c)]. The probability for lower state detection of
atoms leaving the cavity can be calculated analytically
from solution (3.6b):
1P2=p~2=p = ——(B )2
(4 2)
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FIG. 7. Lower level population for a beam with a narrow
symmetrical velocity distribution. The field strengths are (a)
E = 1500~, (b) R = 5000~, and (c) E = 15000m. . The other
parameters are the same as in Fig. 6.
( 2ln2 16E2 ) its
1+2n T ) (4.3)
Here Ci —goT/4v is the one-atom bistability parameter.
V. COMPARISON W'ITH EXPERIMENTS ON
CAVITY-INDUCED EMISSION IN THE
PRESENCE OF AN EXTERNAL FIELD
In this section we apply our results to interpret recent
experiments [llj at the Max-Planck-Institut fiir Quan-
tenoptik in Garching. The experiments are performed
with a thermal beam of Rydberg atoms traversing a su-
perconducting resonant microwave cavity driven by an
external source.
The theory we have presented in Sec. IV has to be
refined in some respects, to take into account the specific
experimental situation.
First, in the experiment a thermal atomic beam is em-
ployed. The distribution of transit times P(T) is given
by
curve for the lower level detection probability, as is shown
in Fig. 7. The three traces correspond to different am-
plitudes E of the driving field.
From Eqs. (4.2) and (3.7) an expression for the width
m of the range where suppression occurs can be obtained
for E)) ~:
imation to the experimental situation than (Cl), used for
the analytical calculation, is given by
gg m ( T+v)g(t) = — 1 —tanh i)2 2 (5.2)
0.6
A
N 04
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I
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II 02
CL
The modified shape of the leading and trailing edge of the
coupling changes the atomic dynamics upon entrance and
exit and hence could lead to different decay characteris-
tics. In the experiment the rise time w is 0.077T.
Finally, decay during turn on and turn off of the cou-
pling, which was neglected in Sec. IV, has been added in
the numerical calculations.
Taking into account the modified mode shape as well as
decay, we numerically integrated Eqs. (B3) in Appendix
B for fixed transit times T. Subsequently we averaged
over the velocity distribution (5.1). The result is shown
in Fig. 8, together with the analytical solution obtained
above. The peak at zero detuning is slightly broader,
while the width of the region where suppression of decay
occurs shrinks. These small quantitative deviations are
mainly due to the modified edges of the coupling. As
the qualitative behavior is the same in both cases, the
interpretation of the phenomena we have presented in
Sec. IV still applies.
In the experiment the count rate of atoms leaving the
cavity in the lower state was recorded as a function of the
atom-field detuning. In Fig. 9 we present the measured
data, together with the corresponding theoretical result,
which is in quite good agreement. Both curves feature the
nearly complete suppression of transitions over a tuning
range of the driving Geld of roughly +500K,. The the-
oretically predicted sharp central peak is also observed,
indicating the presence of a finite dressed state polariza-
tion due to nonadiabatic effects. The fraction of lower
level atoms for large L is equal to the value in the ab-
sence of the external field, (1+n)/(1+ 2n), which can be
determined from the stationary solution of Eqs. (2.11a).
An important aspect in Rydberg atom experiments,
which has not been addressed yet, is inhomogeneous
4
P(T)dT =
i
—
i
e
~~To ( T ) 0.0
50
I
100
I
150
Tq being the transit time corresponding to the most prob-
able velocity in the beam. As P(T) is not symmetric
about To, the results will slightly differ &om those pre-
sented in Fig. 7. The experimental value for To is about
2.6K
The second aspect is the time dependence of the cou-
pling g(t) in the rest frame of the atoms. A better approx-
Detuning & (units of K)
FIG. 8. Lower level population for E = 1500K and the pa-
rameters used in Fig. 6. The solid curve was obtained by
numerically integrating the modified Bloch equations. The
dotted curve represents the analytical result presented in Ap-
pendix C.
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FIG. 9. (a) Experimental trace of the lower level popula-
tion at E = 15 000K m/27r = 6..7 kHz, gp = 2.5K, KTp = 2.6,
T/r = 13, and n = 2.9. The atomic beam has a thermal
velocity distribution. (b) Corresponding theoretical curve.
FIG. 10. (a) Experimental trace of the lower level popula-
tion at E = 1500+ in the presence of strong inhomogeneous
broadening. Otherwise the parameters are the same as in
Fig. 9. (b) Theoretical curve, assuming an inhomogeneous
linewidth of 75K. The central peak vanishes, while the edges
of the suppression profile get steeper.
broadening of the atomic line. It is mainly due to ran-
dom Stark shifts in electric stray fields that are caused by
atoms deposited on the cavity wall. This process occurs
irreversibly in the course of an experimental run and peri-
odical cleaning of the cavity is necessary to obtain repro-
ducible results. Figure 10(a) shows a spectrum recorded
with a contaminated resonator, which had been in use for
an extended period. Suppression of decay is still present
even under conditions of strong inhomogeneous broaden-
ing, but the central peak observed in Fig. 9(a) does not
show up. We have modeled this experimental situation
by averaging (S') over a Gaussian distribution of atomic
transition frequencies. For simplicity we have used the
analytical expression (C16) for (S'), which can be readily
evaluated. The result is shown in Fig. 10(b). The central
peak, indeed, vanishes. At the same time the edges of the
suppression range acquire a substantially steeper slope,
again in agreement with the experimental observation.
We have also investigated the threshold for the on-
set of dynamic suppression of decay by monitoring the
lower level count rate as a function of the input field
E IFig. 11(a)]. Taking into account inhomogeneous
broadening we can reproduce the shape of the threshold
[Fig. 11(b)],obtaining a threshold amplitude of E —10K.
This corresponds to about 100 photons in the cavity
mode.
Finally, we have put our theory to another test by com-
paring expression (4.3) for the width zv of the suppression
range with the experimental data. The predicted cube
root behavior of va as a function of the injected power
is in perfect agreement with observations, at least in the
16
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FIG. 11. (a) Experimental curve of the lower level popu-
lation with inhomogeneous broadening as a function of the
input 6eld amplitude E, showing the threshold for the sup-
pression of emission. Field, atoms, and cavity are on reso-
nance. (b) Theoretical curve for an inhomogeneous linewidth
of 75~.
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where 8 is the field relaxation operator defined in
Eq. (2.2). We make another transformation to cr defined
by
100
()= "().
On using (2.21) and (A2), Eq. (Al) reduces to
(A2)
10
100
I IIJ I I
1000 10000
Driving field amplitude E (units of ic)
where
~
[II (t) (t)j
II (t) =
gaga(t)
e ' 2cos(0) sin(0) R
(A3)
FIG. 12. Measured width of the range where dynamic sup-
pression is observed. The solid line represents the theoretical
result in the strong field case (2go&/& )& ~). +cos (0) R+ e*
'
—sin (0), B e ' ' + H.c.
strong field limit assumed in the derivation of (4.3). This
is shown in Fig. 12. Numerical calculations confirm that
at smaller intensities the slope of m increases.
=
gaga(t)
e ' ' G(t) + H.c. ,
a(t) = e c'ae+c'.
(A4)
VI. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we have shown how the atomic dynam-
ics in a microwave cavity driven by a strong external
field can be formulated to study cavity-induced atomic
decay and its modification by the intense field. We have
applied the theory to interpret the experimental results
of Lange and Walther with Rydberg atoms in a super-
conducting cavity. The experiments differ from similar
studies in the optical domain in that the atoms couple
only to a single cavity mode and not to the continuum.
The observable that is monitored is the lower level pop-
ulation of atoms leaving the cavity. Over a large tun-
ing range of the driving field, there is almost complete
suppression of the lower level count rate, if the driving
field is strong enough. In our model this is explained by
the dynamic renormalization of the atomic decay rate.
We obtain good quantitative agreement between theory
and observations, taking into account the inhomogeneous
broadening of the atomic transition.
An important observation is that in the experiment,
transitions are not suppressed for detunings of the driving
field that are small compared to the inverse rise time of
the field. The phenomenon can be traced back to the
generation of nonzero dressed state polarization when the
atoms enter the cavity field non-adiabatically.
Note that Eq. (A3) involves only the cavity-atom interac-
tion. Assuming that the interaction g is weak (the precise
condition will be given at the end of this section), we can
do a second order perturbation calculation with respect
to g. Note further that
p (t) = Tr, p(t) = Tr o(t). (A5)
Using standard projection operator techniques to elimi-
nate the cavity field variables, Eq. (A3) leads to
dp (t)
"rTr I.H (t) (~ (t r) p (0)p (t)] j
where p (0) is the density matrix of the cavity field in
the absence of the atom and the external field. The
Markov approximation is now justified as in the picture
in which (A3) is derived, the dynamics is entirely due
to the cavity field. On substituting (A4) in (A6), we
get terms involving correlation functions of the cavity
field. These correlation functions can be obtained from
the master equation describing relaxation at finite tem-
peratures. They are known to be
APPENDIX A: ADIABATIC ELIMINATION
OF THE CAVITY FIELD
In this section we discuss the adiabatic elimination of
the cavity field from the density matrix equation (2.20)
which we rewrite as
Tr, a(t)at(t —r) p, —:(a(t)at(t —r)) = (n+ 1) e
Tr at(t)a(t —7) p, = (a"(t)a(t —r)) = ne
On using (A4) and (A5), Eq. (A6) reduces to
(A7)
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dP-(t) 2 (, + „)dt d~e " (G(t)G (t —~) p (t) e ' —G (t —~) p (t) G(t) e ' + H.c.)
—g n d~e "-(P.(t) e *'-Gt(t —~)G(t) —e—*'G(t) P.(t) G (t —~) + H.c.j. (A8)
Transforming (A8) to the original picture
p (t ) e 1 H~ t / h
—
(t ) i H~ t / s
G(t) = e' ' " 2cos(0) sin(g) R'+ cos (0) R+ —sin (0) R e
iH t/h S+ —iH t/h )
we obtain the density matrix equation for the atom
(A9)
dp (t)
dt
= ——Ã (t) -(t)I
—g2 (1+n) J' dv (e " * G(0)Gt( —7) p (t) —Gt( —w) p (t) G(0) + H.c.)
—g n j dw (e " ' p (t)Gt( —7)G(0) —G(0) p (t) Gt( —7) + H.c.) . (A10)
Substituting (A9) in (A10), we get the final master equa-
tion for the reduced density matrix of the atom driven
by an external field and interacting with the cavity field
at finite temperatures. The cavity field has been treated
as a quantized field. From (A10) mean values for the
atomic operators B+ and B can be obtained. Detailed
calculations show that they satisfy Eqs. (2.23) in Sec. II.
It should be noted that the time dependence of G is de-
terrnined from the dynamics of the atom in the absence
of the cavity field but in the presence of the external field.
The conditions for the validity of Eq. (A10) can be ob-
tained by requiring that the time scale of the terms under
the integral in Eq. (A10) is much smaller than the time
scales of interest. The time scales appearing under the
integral are the inverse generalized Rabi frequency 0
associated with G(t) and (r + b ) / . The time scales
of interest were determined in Sec. III and are essentially
III d I'
The Laplace transforms of m~, m2, and m3 are found to
be
iBi + 2z(z —iA)
mg z
2q(z)
m2(z)
g2
2&(z) (B2)
iO*(z —iA)
m3 z )(z)
q(z) = z (iO~' + z' + A'),
tained from (A10). The operator G(v) is defined by (A9).
We write it as
S+ (—T)—:m] (7 )S+ + m2(T) S + m3(7 )S'.
APPENDIX B: MODIFIED BLOCH EQUATIONS
For completeness we present the modified Bloch equa-
tions in the bare state atomic basis. These can be ob-
where 0 is given by Eq. (2.7). We substitute (Bl)
in (A10) and take the expectation values. We then obtain
the equations
(S+) = i A (S+) —i 0* (S') —2g n hami(1(; —ib) (S+) —m2(K —ib) (S ) j
1
—g mg v —ib S —m2 K —ib S ——m3 K —ib2 (B3a)
(8') = ——n(S ) —g mi(~ —~t)) ~ —+(S*) ~ ——m, (v. —~b)(S' ))
/'I
. l 1.
2 (2 ) 2
1
—2g n mq v. —ib S ——m3 e —ib S +c.c.2 (B3b)
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mi(7. ) -+ e
1
m, ( ) —+ z+ iQ'
m2(~) + 0,
m, (z) ~O,
m. (r) +O,
(B4)
ms(z) m 0,
and hence Eqs. (B3) reduce to the standard Bloch equa-
tions
These are the modified Bloch equations. In the absence
of (or for a weak) driving field we have
let the Bloch vector of the system evolve according to
Eqs. (3.6), as within the cavity the coupling stays con-
stant. Finally, we determine the state of the atom leaving
the cavity by inverting the first step.
The particular time dependence of the coupling, and
hence of the intracavity Rabi frequency that actually per-
mits an analytical solution to the problem, is [23,24]
Oo if it~ &—
Ao sech —(~t~ ——) if (t~ ) T,
~
~ (C1)
(~') = —2~ (~+)
g' (1
i
-+(~')(2 +1) i+"
K —ib+iA q2 )
(B5b) II = —A(t) (e' 'S++e ' 'S ) . (C2)
where Do is given by the modulus of Eq. (2.7). We start
from the Hamiltonian of the system in a frame rotating
at the atomic transition frequency cup.
The decay rates I'~~, I'~ and the shift of the generalized
Rabi frequency LO can also be expressed by the Laplace
transforms (B2):
Introducing the upper and lower level amplitudes s(t)
and p(t), the Schrodinger equation obtained from (C2)
can be written as
I'~~ = g (0 + D ) Re(mi(z)} —0 Re(m2(z) }0 p(t)
= ——A(t) s(t) e-*~',
(C3)
—BARe(ms(z) } (B6a) s(t) = ——O(t) p(t) e'~'.
I'~ = g (20 + 0 ) Re(mi(z)}+ 0 Re(m, 2(z)}20
We now shift the time origin by T/2, abso—rb the addi-
tional phase factor e ' )' in 8, and transform the time
t to a new variable z defined by
+Oh, Re(ms(z) } (B6b) 1
7C't
z = — tanh
2
+1. (C4)
Then the Schrodinger equation assumes the form
21+ 2nWn = g' n Im(m, (z)}—2a Im(m, (z)}20
(B6c)
z=K —ib.
For numerical computations either Eqs. (B3) or (2.23)
can be used. However, the physics is more transparent in
the dressed atom picture we have employed to interpret
the atomic dynamics in the cavity.
where
1 flp'(z) = —ia —
~
——
Z gz
.
11'I8' z = —za-
z gz
Opv.
2'
s(z),
p(z),
1
2 2.
(C5)
(C6)
APPENDIX C: SOLUTION OF THE BLOCH
EQUATIONS FOR NONADIABATIC PASSAGE
Equations (3.6) derived in Sec. III describe the Bloch
vector motion only in cases when the rate of change ~
of the coupling constant g(t) is slow compared to other
characteristic time scales of the system. This condition
is no longer fulfilled, if we want to describe the turn on
and turn off of the coupling g(t) in the rest frame of the
atoms for detunings b, ( r [22].
Here we would like to present a solution, which is valid
for arbitrary detunings. We proceed in three steps. First
we treat the turn on phase, making use of an analyti-
cal solution of the Schrodinger equation for a particular
shape of the leading edge of the coupling. We neglect
atomic decay during this phase. In the second step we
Equations (C5) can be transformed to a hypergeometric
equation for p(z):
z(1 —z)p"(z)+(1 —z —@)p'( )+ 'p( ) = o (C7)
Its solutions are the hypergeometric functions
fi(z) = I"(a, —a; 1 —4; z),
f2(z) = $ z'~(++a, e —a;1++;z), (C8)
p(.) = f (.) + & f.(.),() = -' f.*(.) + 'Pf:(), -(C9)
which are normalized such that
~
fi~ +~ f2~ = l. Inserting
into Eqs. (C5) we obtain the general solution for the level
amplitudes during the leading edge of the cavity mode:
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TABLE I. Special values of the hypergeometric functions appearing in the solution (C8) of the
Schrodinger equation for a two-level atom irradiated by a hyperbolic secant pulse.
0.5
fi (z)
fo(@ a)+f (C' a)
f2(z)
0
f (~, a) —f (~, -a)
I' (1 —4)
I'(1 —C' —a)I'(1 —C + a)
sin era
sin vr C
;th f.(c,.) = ~ 4 +a Z 4 a+
where the condition lnl + Ipl = 1 must hold to ensure
the correct normalization. From a and P expectation
values of the spin operators can be calculated using
Thus we are able to determine the Bloch vector at the
end of the turn on phase (z = 0.5). Starting with an
atom in the upper state ((S') = 1/2, (S+) = 0), we
obtain
(s ) = p"", (s ) =-, (I I'-lpl')l
and the matrix
(Clo)
(B+) = B(e) A(0.5) A '(0) 0
k(& ))
(c14)
2 1 1 2 1 2
ifi f2 —ifi if2
—if1 f2 —i(f2)' i(fl)' )
We obtain the matrix equation
(C11)
(S')(s+
& (s-)
= A(z) nP'e ~'
~
—iAt
(C12)
f cos20 2 sin20 2 sin20 )
B(0) = i —sin20 cos 0 —sin 0( —sin 20 —sin 0 cos 0 )
where the mixing angle 0 is defined in (2.15)
The parameters n and P are determined by the initial
conditions at t ~ —oo (z = 0), up to a phase factor, and
are constant in time. Therefore, we can obtain the Bloch
vector at an arbitrary time z during the turn on of the
coupling, by multiplying the initial Bloch vector by the
matrix A(z)A (0), using Eq. (C12) and its inverse. Fi-
nally, we transform to the dressed picture by multiplying
with the matrix
Expression (C14) is the initial condition for Eqs. (3.6).
As a reasonable approximation we set (B+(t)) in
Eq. (3.6a), rapidly oscillating at the frequency 0, equal
to zero, as for a strong driving field the oscillations are
washed out if the distribution of transit times has a
width larger than 0 . Therefore, we only have to use
Eq. (3.6b) to obtain (R') at time T/2, when the coupling
starts to decrease. The Bloch vector at the detector, i.e.,
at time t ~ oo (z = 1), can then be calculated by in-
verting the steps that have led to Eq. (C14):
(s.)(s )
& (s-) f
( (R') )
= A(l) A '(0.5) B( 0) 0-
o
(c15)
In (C14) and (C15) we have to evaluate the matrix A(z)
at the three values z = 0, 0.5, and 1. At these points
the functions fi and f2 appearing in A can be expressed
by elementary functions, which have been compiled in
Table I. The Gnal expression for the inversion of the
atoms leaving the cavity, in the bare state basis, is
(S )s„& = (2 sin(20)™(f2(1)fi(1)[fi (0.5) + f2 (0.5)]j
+2 sin(20) ™(fi(05) f2(0.5))[Ifi(1)I' —If2(1) I'1
+4 cos(20) Re (f2(0.5) fi(l) fi (0.5) f2 (I))
+ o (20)[lf (o.5)l' —lf (o 5)l'][if (1)l' —If (1)l']) + [ p( —I [~T) —12I'
)(
[(2 —3 sin'20) Re(f, (0 5) f, (1) f;(o..5) f,*(I))[lf,(o.5)I' —lf, (o.5)I']
-(2 —3 sin' 20) [Ifi(1)I' —If2(1)I'llfi(o. 5) I'lf2(o 5) I'
+2 sin(20) cos(20) [Ifi(1) I —lf2(1) I']Im (fi(0 5) f2(0 5)) [Ifi(0 5) I' —If2(o.5) I']
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+sin(28) cos(28)im(f2 (I) f i(1)([3—4 [ fz(0.5)l ]f2 (0.5) + [1 —4 [ fz(0.5)l ]fi (0.5)f)
+o 5 cos'(20) [lfi(1)I' —lfz(I) I']
+ sin (20)Re((f2 (I) fi(l) [fi (0.5) f2 (0.5) —fi(0.5) f2 (0 5)])
—sin (20) [ l fi (1) l —l f, (1) l ]Re (f,'(0.5)f,'(0.5) j ] exp( —f ~[T) . (C16)
In the limit of large detuning of the driving field, expression (C16) reduces to the adiabatic result (4.2). If the detuning
is of the order of ic or smaller, (C16) cannot be simplified any further. Therefore, in Sec. IV we have evaluated the
expression numerically.
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